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Knees displays the ups and downs of lifestyle with dyslexia. He offers dyslexia himself.s symptoms and the
reason why school can be hard for dyslexics. We cover dyslexia’ We talk about some famous people who
had or have dyslexia. The book can be endorsed by the top master of a school where most of the kids have
dyslexia. We have done this publication in the style and size of a chapter reserve so that younger children
and teenagers at low reading amounts can read what appears to be a mature child's book.
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Be sure to recommend these resources to your friends and your child’s teachers Engaging, informative
book.. I browse it with my boy who has ADHD and he actually enjoyed it.Disability awareness and
acceptance are normal traits of successful students and adults with LD. She is understanding and individual.
I really enjoyed this reserve and it's really subject.Grades 1-3It’s Called Dyslexia, Jennifer Moore-
MallinosK-6Knees: The CONFUSING World of a Boy with Dyslexia, Vanita Oelschlager1-2Here’s Hank
series, Henry Winkler (writer has dyslexia)2-5The Alphabet Battle: A Story About Dyslexia, Diane
Robb2-7That’s Like Me: Tales About Amazing People with Learning Variations, Jill Lauren3-6Hank
Zipzer series, Henry Winkler3-8Many Ways to Learn: A Child’s Guide to LD (2nd edition), Judith SternEli,
The Boy Who also Hated to create (2nd edition), Regina and Eli RichardsMy Name Is Human brain Brian,
Jeanne Betancourt (writer has LD)4-12Succeeding with LD (2nd edition), Jill Lauren8-12Learning
Disabilities and Life Stories, Pano RodisUnderstand Your Brain, Get More Done: The ADHD Executive
Features Workbook, Ari Tuckman (useful for anybody with attention, time management and organizational
difficulties)10-12Reversals: A Personal Account of Victory Over Dyslexia, Eileen SimpsonThe Human
Aspect of Dyslexia (essays by university students), Shirley KurnoffLearning Outside the Lines (university
prep), Jonathan Mooney and David Cole (authors have got LD and AD/HD)Books About Learning
DifficultiesGrades K-1Leo the Late Bloomer, Robert KrausK-2Katie’s Rose: AN ACCOUNT of Two Late
Bloomers, Karen Burnett1-2Jasmine Can (difficulty reading), Bena Hartman2-5Thank You, Mr. Falker
(difficulty reading), Patricia Polacco (author has dyslexia)3-7There’s a Boy in the Young ladies’ Bathroom,
Louis Sachar3-8Gifted Hands: The [Dr. Thank goodness someone has taken enough time to write this
adorable book! Analysis has found that learners with this view have higher accomplishment than those who
believe that intelligence is a set quantity (motivated at birth).K-2Making A Splash: A RISE Mindset
Children’s Book, Carol E Reiley (kindle version available on amazon.com, hard duplicate offered by
gobrain.com)3-5Your Fantastic Elastic Brain, Dr. JoAnn Deak Loved this book I just discovered my son is
dyslexic and right away I began looking for information regarding this learning disability. This is a great
book to read to help my seven calendar year old understand a little better. Fortunately, Louis includes a
special instructor to helps him find out... We don't write to numerous reviews, but this book is worth every
star. My 7 year old son enjoyed the publication so much he asked me to get more books on dyslexia. I hope
the writer gets inspired to create another book. Thank you for this perfect read! Sweet book Sweet book that
focuses on perseverance and finding your thing which can boos your self-esteem and then make you feel
more in a position to flourish in areas like reading and math when you have dyslexia. who struggles with
dyslexia loved the book My boy, who struggles with dyslexia loved the book. Thank heavens someone has
taken the time to write such an adorable book! Occasionally, when Louis writes, reads, and speaks, what get
twisted and turned around. My child loves it! A “b” will look like a “d. My boy read and reread this
publication.” When someone speaks, the words can get garbled and difficult to understand. Knees: the
confusing globe of a boy with dyslexia I've enjoyed the children's tales regarding dyslexia. These children
are often very bright, but just have a different set of skills that are precious. Five Stars Great book for
explaining to young dyslexics! Louis needs more time to obtain his work done. I'll certainly keep watching
this author. The problem is that sometimes college is not easy for Louis. Nice encouragement Great
introduction to Dyslexia for children. Louis has dyslexia. Regardless of how hard he tries, words appearance
backwards. The illustrations in the book do a good work of showing the difficulties of somebody with
dyslexia. A genuine look at of what dyslexics cope with.! It was so helpful for him to discover there are
others exactly like him. Understanding dyslexia Louis is in the fourth grade. My 7 year previous son enjoyed
the publication so very much he asked me to buy .Along with therapists and SPED teachers, parents play a
critical role in assisting children understand and cope with their disabilities. I appreciated this book! Plenty
of other famous, successful individuals were p/are dyslexic as he's. Louis dad tells him that everybody is
certainly proficient at something, and he simply has to think it is. Upon this revelation, Louis explores



hobbies until he stumbles on the main one where he can be excellent. I liked this publication because it
needs the reader right into the classroom. It shows the things Louis faces, what challenges him each day, and
how he manages to deal. Just what a super cute reserve explaining dyslexia and helping each child .Here are
other superb books for kids and teens with learning disabilities.. We likewise have a child with autism and it
eased into a conversation about how exactly everyone has different difficulties in life. For children who are
not being examine to, it’s essential that parents browse the book also and start an ongoing conversation.
What a super cute book explaining dyslexia and helping each child realize that everyone has different talents
and potential. These issues occasionally makes things hard, but they also come with gifts and skills that
others don't possess. My girl with autism is a very gifted artist and has an amazing memory. It was great for
him to recognize that just because certain items are hard, it generally does not have to define us. Be sure to
recommend these resources to your friends and your child’s teachers. Very uplifting, great illustrations and
an instant and easy read for everyone in our family. He's an average boy and Louis likes going to school. It
is good for a young child, whether being read to or reading it.] Ben Carson Story, Gregg Lewis and Deborah
Shaw LewisThese books promote “growth mindset”—the belief that intelligence boosts with work. Louis
learns he is in good company along with his condition. My grandson did well to know there are several very
famous people who also have dyslexia. He was extremely upset I bought it for him initially but it made him
feel good to know he had not been only in the struggles also to know some well-known, successful people
who offers dyslexia was worthy of the purchase in itself Loved it Awesome, my grandson offers dyslexia,
and he read this aloud to me. ... understand a bit more about having dyslexia and sense comfortable with it
Helped by boy understand a bit more regarding having dyslexia and feeling comfortable with it. I have
already been looking for a long time for a good book about dyslexia I have been looking for a long time for
a good reserve about dyslexia. This ook is easy and perfect! One of my greatest buys. He has a “mixed-up
human brain” that often sees items differently than the other kids and also adults. Easy reading and filled
with encouragement and quite interesting. I would recommend the book as an ice breaker for presenting
your child to Dyslexia.
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